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We deal with neighborly 2-manifolds and 2-pseudomanifolds. We describe a
representation of these objects, which is independent of the particular labelling of
their vertices. This representation also enables an easy calculation of the auto-
morphism group. We describe two operations which, when applied to one such
object, enable us to obtain many (and perhaps all) other such objects with the same
number of vertices. Finally, we apply those operations to manifolds and pseudo-
manifolds with v vertices, for some small values of v.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION.
We consider simplicial 2-complexes which decompose compact closed
2-manifolds without boundary. Such a triangulation is neighborly if any
two of its vertices are joined by a (unique) edge. A neighborly triangulation
of such a manifold is called also a neighborly map or neighborly 2-manifold,
abbreviated as NM. Compare [BA].
The NM’s play an important role in the generalization of the four-color
theorem known as the map color theorem (see [R]). The question of their
existence is also known in the literature as the thread problem [HC,
p. 334]. NM’s are also related to the problem of geometrical embedding of
simplicial 2-manifolds (see [B]).
Franklin [F] proved that the Klein bottle does not possess any
neighborly triangulation. (For a shorter proof see [AB].) Ringel and co-
authors showed in [R] by direct construction that any other 2-manifold of
Euler chracteristic / (whether orientable or not), for which
v=(7+- 4924/)2 (*)
is an integer, possesses a neighborly triangulation with v vertices. All the
NM’s with Euler characteristic />&10 (i.e., genus g<6, if orientable) or,
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equivalently, all the NM’s with v<12 vertices are described in [AB]. All
the orientable NM’s with v=12 vertices, i.e., g=6, are also known (the
finding of these was the original motivation for the present work, see
Secton 5 and [ABS3]). For any other pair (v, /) which satisfies (*), it is
very likely that there are many NM’s with v vertices (we believe that their
number tends to  with v), but to find even a few of them is very difficult.
The main purpose of the present work is describing two operations
which yield, from a given NM M, more NM’s with the same number of
vertices. In Section 3 we describe the operation { which preserves not only
the number v of vertices of M but also the orientability of M and hence its
topological type. In Section 4 we describe the operation _ which preserves
v but not necessarily the orientability of M. It is likely that, for any pair
(v, /) satisfying (*), we can start with the neighborly map M with v vertices
described in [R] and, by repeated application of the operations { and _,
find many, if not all, of the NM’s of the same topological type as M which
share the same number v of vertices. In Section 5 we describe some empiri-
cal results in this direction.
In order to facilitate the distinction between NM’s sharing the same
number of vertices and those sharing the same topological type, we need
invariants of the inherent structure of an NM. Section 2 is devoted to the
description of such a useful invariant, the fingerprint-matrix.
While studying the operation _, it became evident that the appropriate
setting for this operation is not the class of NM’s, but rather the broader
class of neighborly 2-pseudomanifolds or neighborly pseudomaps (see [ABS1]).
A neighborly 2-pseudomanifold, briefly NPM, is a finite simplicial 2-com-
plex M such that every edge in M belongs to precisely two triangles in M,
and, for every two vertices x, y in M, the edge xy is in M.
It follows that the link of every vertex in an NPM is a union of disjoint
cycles. If the link of a vertex x consists of a unique cycle, x is regular;
otherwise it is singular. If the cycles in the link of a singular vertex x are
of lengths n1 , n2 , ..., nt , x is singular of type (n1 , ..., nt) and is of multiplicity
t. (Clearly ni3 for each i.) An NPM is an NM iff all its vertices are
regular.
NPM’s play an important role in the study of spatial polyhedra without
diagonals (see [ABS1, ABS2, and ABS3]).
Thus the discussion of the operation _ in Section 4 is carried out mostly
at the level of NPM’s. It turns out also that the operation { is effective on
NPM’s as well as on NM’s. However, in Section 3 we find it more con-
venient to start the discussion of the operation { at the level of NM’s and
then generalize it to NPM’s. The concept of the fingerprint-matrix also can
be generalized to hold for NPM’s, as described in Section 2.
The combinatorial counterpart of an NPM with v vertices is also known
as a simple block design S2(2, 3, v), and, in the orientable case, as a
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Mendelsohn triple system. It is likely that the operations { and _, or suitable
variations of them, can be applied to other classes of block designs as well.
The empirical results described in Section 5 reflect the fact that the
original motivation for the present work was the search for neighborly
maps, rather than pseudomaps, in particular, the orientable ones with 12
vertices. From the same section it seems that the power of the operation _
is reflected more on pseudomaps rather than on maps.
The idea to look for local operations differentiating one NM from
another originated while searchingwith a computerfor the two NM’s
with 9 vertices. In [AB, Table 1] they are given with their original labeling,
as they came from the computer. With this labeling they differ in just four
triangles. In the terminology of Section 4, they are obtained from each
other by an application of the operation _, with the sequence (1, 3, 5, 7, 4, 6).
2. THE FINGERPRINT-MATRIX
A main problem in the study of neighborly maps is the isomorphism
problem: Given two NM’s with the same number of vertices, how do we
check them for isomorphism? A useful tool for this purpose is the concept
of a fingerprint-matrix. It is useful also for calculating the automorphism
group of an NM.
Let M be an NM with v vertices and x a vertex of M. Denote k=v&1 and
let y1 , y2 , ..., yk be the link of x (i.e., xyi&1yi are triangles of the map for
i=1, 2, ..., k, where y0=yk). Since M is a map, for each edge yi&1yi there
is a unique vertex zi {x in M such that yi&1yizi is a triangle in M, and
since M is neighborly, there is a unique number .(i) with 2.(i)v&4
such that zi=yi+.(i) or zi=yi+.(i)&k .
Define the fingerprint-vector (FP-vector) of x to be the smallest k-tuple
(with respect to lexicographic ordering) in the set
[(.(i), .(i+1), ..., .(k), .(1), ..., .(i&1)): i=1, ..., k]
_ [.(i), .(i&1), ..., .(1), .(k), ..., .(i+1): i=1, ..., k],
where .(i)=v&2&.(i). It follows from this definition that the FP-vector
of a vertex x does not depend on the labeling of the vertices of the map nor
on the chosen representation of the link.
Now define the FP-matrix of M to be the v_(v&1)-matrix in which the
v rows are the FP-vectors of the vertices of M, ordered lexicographically
(the first row being the lexicographically smallest FP-vector).
Again it follows that the FP-matrix of M is independent of the labeling
of the vertices of M. Thus two NM’s which are isomorphic have identical
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TABLE 1
The Neighborly Map N(10, 14) (of [AB]), a Neighborly Pseudomap M with 10 Vertices,
and Their FP-Matrices
N(10,14) FP-matrix M FP-matrix
0. 782561349 253453626 1. 402738965 171743553
1. 860372459 253453626 2. 371046859 171746343
2. 671480539 253453626 3. 172905648 172173443
3. 104685297 255534526 4. 102638975 172443563
4. 215763098 255534526 5. 903614782 172553342
5. 238741960 255534526 6. 708243519 173664634
6. 018347295 255534526 7. 123, 458069 000, 001402
7. 126458093 255534526 8. 1349, 62570 0000, 00013
8. 207536194 255534526 9. 5230, 74816 0012, 00000
9. 704815623 264264264 0. 124, 359, 678 000, 000, 000
FP-matrices. Conversely, in all the examples we checked (which amounts
to tens of thousands) every two NM’s with the same FP-matrix turned out
to be isomorphic. Whether this holds in general is an interesting open
problem.
An automorphism  of M can map a vertex x to a vertex y only if x and
y have the same FP-vector, and if (x)=y, then link x is mapped on link
y in a manner which is strictly constrained by the contents of the FP-vector
of x. These constraints usually facilitate an easy calculation of the
automorphism group of M.
As an example, consider the map N(10,14) in table 1 (see [AB]) which
is a (non-orientable) neighborly map with 10 vertices, given by means of
the links of the 10 vertices 0, 1, ..., 9.
Figure 1 depicts the calculation of the FP-vectors of the vertices 0, 3, and
9. For each vertex x of these three, the circuit link x is described with the
Fig. 1. The links of 0, 3, and 9 in N(10, 14).
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vertices y1 , ..., y9 appearing clockwise outside the circuit. The numbers
inside the circuit are the .(i)’s, each of them written near the proper edge
yi&1yi . The arrows indicate the different ways of obtaining the FP-vector,
where, if the arrow is directed clockwise, the FP-vector is obtained
from the proper sequence (.(i), .(i+1), ..., .(i&1)), and if the arrow is
directed counter clockwise, then the sequence (.(i), .(i&1), ..., .(i+1))=
(8&.(i), 8&.(i&1), ..., 8&.(i+1))) is used for the FP-vector.
In the same manner we find all of the 10 FP-vectors, and the resulting
FP-matrix is shown in Table 1. (The FP-vector of x is in the same row
with link x). The labeling of the vertices of N(10,14) was originally dif-
ferent than that shown in Table 1, and it was changed to match the lexico-
graphic order of the FP-vectors.
From the FP-matrix it is immediately seen that vertex 9 is a fixed point
under any automorphism of N(10, 14). Moreover, as there are six ways to
obtain the FP-vector of vertex 9 (as reflected by the six arrows in Fig. 1c),
there exist at most six automorphisms of N(10,14), and each of the six
candidates is obtained by a proper rotation of link 9. Checking these
six candidates, we find that they are indeed automorphisms of N(10,14).
Thus we find that the automorphism group is the symmetric group S3
of order 6, generated by a = (012)(345)(678) and b = (12)(38)(47)(56)
(a3=b2=(ab)2=e). The same information could have been obtained also
by using the three vertices 0, 1, 2 sharing the same FP-vector, or by using
the six vertices 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 which also share the same FP-vector.
The concepts of FP-vector and FP-matrix can be modified to fit
neighborly 2-pseudomanifolds also. Let M be an NPM with v vertices and
x a vertex of M. If x is regular, the FP-vector of x is as defined above. If
x is singular of type (n1 , ..., nt) with n1n2...nt , the FP-vector of x
will be a vector of length k=v&1=n1+ } } } +nt , composed of t subvectors
of lengths n1 , ..., nt . The definition of the j ’s subvector (1jt) is the
modification of the above definition of the FP-vector to the corresponding
circuit Cj in link(x, M) which is of length nj . Let y1 , ..., ynj be the circuit Cj ,
and proceed as in the definition of the FP-vector in the beginning of the
present section, with the following changes: nj replaces k ; if the vertex zi is
not in Cj , define .(i )=0(and in that case also .(i )=0); if zi is in Cj , then
1.(i )nj&2 and .(i )=nj&1&.(i ).
The FP-vector of x is composed of the t subvectors of lengths n1 , ..., nt ,
separated from each other by commas, where the p’s subvector Vp precedes
the q’s subvector Vq iff np<nq or np=nq and Vp is lexicographically less
than or equal Vq .
The FP-matrix of M is again the v_(v&1) matrix whose rows are the
v FP-vectors. The FP-vectors of the regular vertices come first, in a
lexicographic order. Next come the FP-vectors of the singular vertices,
where if Vx is the FP-vector of a vertex x which is singular of type
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(n1 , ..., nt) and Vy is the FP-vector of a vertex y which is singular of type
(m1 , ..., ms), then Vx precedes Vy if t<s, and, in case t=s, if (n1 , ..., nt) is
lexicographically less than (m1 , ..., ms), and, in case they are equal, if Vx is
lexicographically less than Vy .
As an example, we find in Table 1 an NPM M with 10 vertices and its
FP-matrix. Four of the vertices are singular: one is of type (3, 6), two of
type (4, 5), and one is of type (3, 3, 3). The distinct circuits in the link of
each singular vertex are indicated by commas, and their order corresponds
to the order of the relevant subvectors of the FP-vectors. A glance at the
FP-matrix reveals that the automorphism group of M is trivial. Topologi-
cally, M is a torus pinched at four vertices.
3. THE OPERATION {
Let M be a neighborly map with v6 vertices. A {-cycle (of length n)
of triangles in M is a set D of 2n distinct triangles in M of the form
D=[a2i&1a2ia2i+1 , a2i&1a2i a2i+2 : 1in].
where indices greater than 2n should be reduced by 2n. The vertices
ai (1i2n) are not necessarily distinct.
The {-cycle D induces a collection
D$=[a2i&1a2i+1a2i+2, a2ia2i+1 a2i+2 : 1in]
of triangles, none of which is in M. (If a2i&1a2i+1a2i+2 # M then
deg a2i&1=3 which implies v=4.) If the 2n triangles in D$ are all distinct,
we say that { is applicable on M at D, we define (see Fig. 2)
M$=(M"D) _ D$,
we say that M$ is obtained from M by applying the operation { on M at
the {-cycle D, and we write
{D(M )=M$.
3.1. Theorem. In the above notation, M$ is a neighborly map and is of
the same topological type (i.e., both Euler characteristic and orientability)
as M.
Proof. M and M$ share the same vertices and edges and have the same
number of triangles. Hence, if M$ is a 2-manifold, then it is a neighborly
map of the same Euler characteristic as M. To verify that M$ is a 2-mani-
fold, we have to show that the star of each vertex is a 2-disc. For this it
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Fig. 2. The operation {.
is best to consider the operation { as carried on in pieces, step by step. First
we replace the two triangles a1a2 a3 , a1 a2a4 by the triangles a1a3 a4 ,
a2 a3 a4 . Locally, near each of the four relevant vertices a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a
patch composed of one or two triangles in M is replaced by a patch com-
posed of two or one triangles resp., none of which is in M. Then we replace
the next two triangles a3a4 a5 , a3 a4a6 by a3a5 a6 , a4 a5 a6 , and so on. In
each such step, the topological structure of the neighborhood of each of the
involved vertices is preserved, and therefore M$ is a 2-manifold. Also the
orientation of each of these patches in M is transferred to its replacement
in M$, and therefore M$ is orientable if and only if M is. K
The following lemma is an immediate corollary of this theorem and the
above definitions:
3.2. Lemma. If { is applicable on M at D, then { is applicable on M$
at D$, and {D$(M$)=M.
The following observation provides an algorithm for finding all the
{-cycles D in M at which { is applicable on M.
Let a1 , a2 be any two vertices in M. Since M is neighborly, the edge a1a2
is in M. Since M is a 2-manifold, the edge a1a2 belongs to precisely two tri-
angles a1a2 a3 , a1a2 a4 in M. Now a3 a4 is an edge and hence belongs to two
triangles a3a4 a5 , a3 a4a6 , and so on. In this way we get a sequence of edges
a1 a2 , a3a4 , ..., a2i&1a2i , ... in which each edge is uniquely determined by its
predecessor. We call it a {-chain of edges in M. As the number of the edges
in M is finite, in each such {-chain we finally get an edge that occurred
earlier in the sequence, in which stage the construction of the {-chain is
complete. Thus each {-chain of edges contains a unique cyclic {-chain.
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Let C=a1a2 , a3a4 , ..., a2n&1 a2n be a cyclic {-chain in M. C deter-
mines a set D=[a2i&1a2ia2i+1 , a2i&1 a2i a2i+2: 1in] and a set D$=
[a2i&1a2i+1a2i+2, a 2i a2i+1a2i+2: 1in] of triangles. All the triangles in
D are triangles in M, while none of the triangles in D$ is in M. If all the
2n-triangles in D are distinct (and then D is a {-cycle of triangles in M) and
all the 2n triangles in D$ are distinct, then { is applicable on M at D, and
we say that C is a {-cycle of edgesbriefly, a {-cyclein M (of length n).
Note that in C the edges are not oriented, i.e., for each i, a2i&1 and a2i
are interchangable. The question of whether or not a given cyclic {-chain
C is a {-cycle can be decided by inspecting the cycle C:
3.3. Lemma. A cyclic {-chain C is a {-cycle iff it does not contain two
ordered pairs of consecutive edges of the form wx, yz and xy, wu, nor of the
form wx, yz and zu, xy.
Proof. C contains the two ordered pairs of consecutive edges wx, yz
and xy, wu iff the triangle wxy occurs twice in D. C contains the two
ordered pairs of consecutive edges wx, yz and zu, xy iff the triangle xyz
occurs twice in D$. K
If C is a {-cycle of edges in M and D, D$ are the appropriate sets of tri-
angles, and {D(M)=M$, we say also that { is applicable on M at C and
we write {C(M)=M$. Note that if {C(M)=M$ then { is applicable on M$
at C* and {C*(M$)=M, where C* is the cycle C in a reverse order.
Every edge in M can be used to begin a {-chain of edges, and two such
chains, neither of which is a subchain of the other, either share no common
edge or share the same cyclic {-chain, which is a candidate for a {-cycle of
edges.
As an example, consider the map N(10, 14) of Table 1. Here 08, 27, 16
is a {-cycle, and is contained in and determined by each of the {-chains 34,
06, 15, 49, 08, 27, 16; 35, 28, 04, 39, 27, 16, 08; 45, 17, 23, 59, 16, 08, 27.
Note that each of those {-chains is maximal, in the sense that none of the
leading edges 34, 35, and 45 has a predecessor. In the same manner we find
altogether five {-cycles of edges in N(10, 14), namely 08, 27, 16; 58, 37, 19;
36, 48, 29; 03, 14, 25 and 09, 47, 56. Thus the operation { is applicable five
times on N(10, 14). It so happens that in all of the five cases, the resulting
map is (isomorphic to) N(10, 10) of [AB].
Another example, extreme in a sense, is provided by N(10, 9) of [AB].
There is just one cyclic {-chain of edges in N(10, 9), it is of length 18 and
is not a {-cycle. The 36 triangles in the set D determined by it are not all
distinct (e.g., the triangle 357 occurs twice). (In the terminology of the last
lemma, it contains the pairs 35, 17; 57, 03 (also 47, 13).) Thus the opera-
tion { is not applicable on N(10, 9).
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Figure 3
The operation {, defined above for neighborly maps, can be defined in
exactly the same way for neighborly pseudomanifolds as well. One should
note, however, thatin the above notationalthough for an NM M none
of the triangles in the collection D$ is in M, this is not so if M is an NPM.
In this case it may happen that, e.g., the triangle a2i&1a2i+1a2i+2 is in M.
This happens if a2i&1 is a singular vertex of type (3, ...) and a2i , a2i+1 , a2i+2
is a cycle (of length 3) in link a2i&1. Note that in this case a2i+3=a2i&1.
Figure 3a depicts the proper portions of the sets D, D$ in this case.
Figure 3b depicts the same portions in a different way (reaplacing a2i&1 ,
a2i , a2i+1 , a2i+2 , a2i+4 by x, y, z, w, u resp.) which reveals that again a
2-disc in M is replaced by a 2-disc with the same boundary, and from
which it should be clear how the proof of Theorem 3.1 should be modified
to provide a proof for Theorem 3.4.
Each NPM M with singular vertices is obtainable from a 2-manifold M*
(which is not necessarily connected)the underlying manifold of Mby
pinching M* at certain sets of vertices. Conversely, M* is obtained from M
by splitting all the singular vertices of M. See [ABS1, Sect. 2].
Two NPM’s are of the same topological type only if their underlying
manifolds are of the same topological type. It follows that (in the case M
is strongly connected; otherwise things are more complicated) the topologi-
cal type of an NPM M is determined by the orientability of M, by the
number of vertices, and by the number and multiplicities of the singular
vertices of M. (Consult [ABS1].) The analogue, or generalization, of
Theorem 3.1 for NPM’s is
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3.4. Theorem. If M is an NPM and { is applicable on M at D, then
M$={D(M) is an NPM of the same topological type as M. In particular, the
vertices of M$ have the same multiplicities as the corresponding vertices
of M.
One should note, however, that the types of the singular vertices of M
are not necessarily preserved under {.
As an example, consider the NPM NPM30 of [ABS1]. Here 19, 35, 27 is
a {-cycle, and by the appropriate operation { the pseudomap NPM30,
whose three singular vertices are of type (3, 6), is transformed to an NPM
isomorphic to NPM03, whose three singular vertices are of type (4, 5).
Needless to say, Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.3, the algorithm, and all of the
definitions of this section hold for NPM’s as well as for NM’s.
4. THE OPERATION _
As stated in Theorem 3.4, the operation { preserves many of the proper-
ties of the NPM M on which it is applicable. In this section we define and
describe another operation, _, which preserves very little of the properties
of M. In fact, besides the number of vertices of M, it preserves only the
Euler characteristic of the underlying manifold of M.
Unless otherwise stated, all the edges in this section are assumed to be
oriented, in the sense that if xy is an edge whose vertices are x, y, then
xy{yx.
4.1. Definition. Let M be an NPM with v vertices, and let x, y be two
vertices in M. A good edge in link x is an edge in link x which does not
contain the vertex y, and a good edge in link y is an edge in link y which
does not contain the vertex x. The sequence l : (x, y, a1 , a2 , ..., a2m) is a
_-sequence (of length m) in M if
(i) a2i&1a2i is a good edge in link x and a2ia2i+1 is a good edge in
link y (1im, a2m+1=a1); (a2i+1a2i and a2ia2i+1 are the x-edges and
y-edges of l, resp.).
(ii) All the m x-edges a2i&1a2i (1im) are distinct from each
other as unordered pairs of vertices and all the m y-edges a2ia2i+1
(1im, a2m+1=a1) are distinct from each other as unordered pairs of
vertices.
(iii) No x-edge which is not a y-edge is an edge in link y and no
y-edge which is not a x-edge is an edge in link x.
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4.2. Definition. If l : (x, y, a1 , a2 , ..., a2m) is a _-sequence, then the
operation _ on M at l is defined by (see Fig. 4):
_l (M )=_M>\.
m
i=1
xa2i&1 a2i _ .
m
i=1
ya2ia2i+1+&
_ .
m
i=1
ya2i&1 a2i _ .
m
i=1
xa2ia2i+1
The conditions iiii imposed on the _-sequence l guarantee that the 2m tri-
angles in the set E=[mi=1 xa2i&1a2i _ 
m
i=1 ya2ia2i+1] removed from M
are all distinct, and that they are replaced by 2m distinct triangles, none of
which is in M"E. (In particular, violation of Condition iii causes a certain
triangle to appear twice in _l (M).)
Since _l (M) contains the same vertices and edges as M, and each edge
is contained in precisely two triangles in _l (M), it follows that
4.3. Theorem. _l (M) is an NPM, and if the underlying manifolds of M
and _l (M) are connected, then they share the same Euler characteristic.
Fig. 4. The operation _
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As an example, consider the NPM M of Table 1. Topologically it is a
torus pinched at 4 vertices. The vertices 16 are regular, each of the vertices
7, 8, 9 is of multiplicity 2, and vertex 0 is of multiplicity 3. Here
l : (9, 0, 5, 2, 4, 8, 6, 1, 2, 3) is a _-sequence (of length 4, x=9, y=0), and
_l (M) is (topologically) a Klein bottle pinched at 4 vertices (1, 7, 9, 0), all
of multiplicity 2. Two of the singular vertices (7 and 9) are of type (3, 6)
and the other two (1 and 0) are of type (4, 5).
From the above definitions it follows that
4.4. Lemma. If l : (x, y, a1 , a2 , ..., a2m) is a _-sequence in an NPM M,
then l $: ( y, x, a1 , a2 , ..., a2m) is a _-sequence in _l (M), and _l $(_l(M))=M.
An algorithm for finding a _-sequence in an NPM M follows easily from
the definition:
4.5. Algorithm. Choose two vertices x, y in M. Choose a good edge
a1 a2 in link x (2(v&3) possibilities), then choose a good edge a2a3 in link
y (1&2 possibilities), then a good edge a3 a4 in link x (1&2 possibilities),
etc., until finally a good edge a2ma1 in link y is chosen. After each choice,
check that neither of the conditions ii, iii is violated.
4.6. Remark. Note that each vertex ai occurs in the _-sequence l at
most twice, and each ai which neighbors y in link(x, M ) (or x in
link( y, M )) occurs in l at most once. Hence 2m2v&6.
If no confusion is likely to arise, we write _(M) for _l (M).
4.7. Definition. Two _-sequences l, l $ in M are equivalent if
_l (M )=_l $(M ).
Obviously, if l : (x, y, a1, ..., a2m) is a _-sequence in M, then each of the
sequences (x, y, a3 , a4 , ..., a2m , a1 , a2), (x, y, a1, a2m , a2m&1 , ..., a2), and
( y, x, a2 , a3 , ..., a2m , a1) is a _-sequence in M equivalent to l.
The purpose of the next two lemmas is to facilitate an efficient use of
Algorithm 4.5. Their proofs (and the proof of Lemma 4.10 as well) follow
easily from the above definitions and are thus ommited.
4.8. Lemma. If the (oriented) edge ab occurs twice in a _-sequence l in M
(necessarily once as an x-edge and once as a y-edge), that is, l : (x, y, ...u, a,
b, z1, ..., z2k+1 , a, b, w, ...), then the sequence l $: (x, y, ...u, a, z2k+1 , ..., z1 ,
b, w, ...)in which the edge ab does not occur at allis a _-sequence in M
equivalent to l.
Thus it is sufficient to consider _-sequences in which no (oriented) edge
occurs twice. Similarly we have:
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4.9. Lemma. If l : (x, y, ..., u, a, b, a, w, ...) is a _-sequence in M, then the
sequence l $: (x, y, ...u, a, w, ...) is a _-sequence in M equivalent to l.
Thus it is sufficient to consider _-sequences which do not contain a con-
secutive triple of the form a, b, a.
In the spirit of the last two lemmas, we would like to get a similar
result for _-sequences which contain both the (oriented) edge ab and the
(oriented) edge ba, necessarily once as an x-edge and once as an y-edge, in
a form other than the from dealt with in Lemma 4.9. However, the most we
can say in this direction is the following:
4.10. Lemma Let l be a _-sequence in M in which the non-oriented edge
ab occurs twice, once as ab and once as ba, but not as a consequtive triple
a, b, a (or b, a, b), namely : l : (x, y, ..., u, a, b, z1 , ..., z2k+1 , b, a, w, ...). Then
the sequence l1 : (x, y, ..., u, a, w, ...) is a _-sequence in M, the sequence
l2 : (x, y, b, z1, ..., z2k+1) (or (x, y, z1 , ..., z2k+1 , b), depending on the location
of z1 in l ) is a _-sequence in _l1(M), and
_l (M)=_l2(_l1(M )).
Also, l2 is a _-sequence in M, l1 is a _-sequence in _l2(M), and
_l (M)=_l1(_l2(M)).
4.11. Remark. In the notation of Lemma 4.10, it may happen that M
and _l (M) are NM’s, while _l1(M) and _l2(M) are NPM’s which have
singular vertices. To obtain such an example, take M=N(10, 14) (Table 1)
and l : (6, 0, 1, 8, 7, 2, 8, 3, 4, 7, 9, 5, 2, 9, 4, 3) with a, b=3, 4.
If M is an NM and l : (x, y, a1 , ..., a2m) is a _-sequence in M, then _l (M)
is an NPM whose singular vertices, if any, are vertices in the sequence l.
Thus, in order to verify that _l (M) is an NM, it is necessary to check that
the link of each of the vertices x, y, ai (1i2m) in _l (M) is a cycle (of
length v&1). However, for the vertices ai (1i2m) the next theorem
provides a simple criterion.
4.12. Theorem. Let M be an NM and let l : (x, y, a1 , ..., a2m) be a
_-sequence in M. If the vertex ai (1i2m) occurs twice in l, then link(ai , M)
is a cycle. If the vertex ai occurs just once in l, then link(ai , _(M)) is a cycle
if and only if the vertices x, y are not separated by the vertices ai&1 , ai+1
in link(ai , M). If x, y are separated by ai&1, ai+1 in link(ai , M), then
link(ai , _(M)), is a union of two cycles.
Proof. Assume that ai occurs just once in l. In link(ai , M ) x is adjacent
to ai&1 and y is adjacent to ai+1 (or vice versa, depending on the evenness
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of i). Let : be that element of [x, y] that is adjacent to ai&1 , and let ; be
the other.
If x, y are not separated by ai&1 in link(ai , M ), then the cyclic order of
the vertices in link(ai , M ) is (see Fig. 5a) ai&1 , :, z1 , ..., zk , ;, ai+1 ,
wr , ..., w1 . Applying the operation _, the triangles ai&1ai :, aiai+1; are
removed from star(ai , M ) and are replaced by the triangles ai ai+1:,
ai&1ai;, and the cyclic ordering of the vertices in link(ai , _(M)) is there-
fore ai&1 , ;, zk , ..., z1 , :, ai+1 , wr , ..., w1 (Fig. 5b). Thus link(ai , _(M)) is
a unique cycle containing all the vertices that are in link(ai , M ), namely all
the vertices of M but ai .
If, on the other hand, x, y are seperated by ai&1 , ai+1 in link(ai , M ),
then the cyclic ordering of the vertices in link(ai , M) is ai&1 , z1 , ..., zk , ;,
ai+1 , wr , ..., w1 , and link(ai , _(M )) is composed of the two cycles
;, ai&1 , z1 , ..., zk and :, ai+1 , wr , ..., w1 (Figs. 5d, 5e).
Now assume that ai occurs twice in l. Denote ai=a and l : (x, y, ..., c, a,
b, ..., d, a, e...). Without loss of generality assume ca (or ac) is an x-edge.
If da (or ad) is an x-edge, then d{c, e{b, link(a, M ) is the cycle y, #, ...,
c, x, d, ..., $ (Fig. 5f) where [#, $]=[b, e], and link(a, _(M )) is the unique
cycle #, ..., c, y, d, ..., $, x (Fig. 5g). If da (or ad) is an y-edge, then ae (or
ea) is an x-edge and the situation is as before, with d and e inter-
changed. K
Figure 5
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5. APPLICATIONS1
I. Neighborly Manifolds
We define three graphs G{(v), G_(v), and G{_(v) as follows. The vertices in
all three of the graphs are the neighborly 2-manifolds with v vertices. For
two vertices x, y (x{y), (x, y) is an edge in G{(v) iff y is obtainable from
x by one application of the operation { (that is, there is a {-cycle D in x
such that {D(x)=y; (x, y) is an edge in G_(v) iff y is obtainable from x by
one application of the operation _ (that is, there is a _-sequence l in x such
that _l (x)=y); (x, y) is an edge in G{_(v) iff y is obtainable from x by one
application of { or of _.
Note that, by Lemma 3.2 , y is obtainable from x by one application of
{ iff x is obtainable from y by one application of {. Thus G{(v) is an
undirected linear graph (loops are ignored). Similary, Lemma 4.4 implies
that G_(v) is undirected, and therefore G{_(v) too is undirected.
Three other graphs G{(v0), G_(v0), and G{_(v0) are similarly defined on
the orientable NM’s (with v vertices) as vertices.
Using a computer, we investigated those graphs for small values of v and
the results are as follows.
The relevant values of v are v  2 (mod 3), and for each relevant
4v<9 there is just one NM with v vertices (see [AB]).
9 Vertices. There are altogether two NM’s with 9 vertices ([AB]) and
each of them is obtainable from the other both by { and by _, that is, each
of the graphs G{(9) and G_( 9) is connected. _ is applicable 26 times on one
of these NM’s and 32 times on the other. (We remind the reader that in the
present part of this section we consider only applications of { and _ which
yield NM’s.)
10 Vertices. There are altogether 14 NM’s with 10 vertices ([AB]). On
the average, _ is applicable about 47 times on each of them. G{(10) has
6 components; G_( 10) is composed of three components (two of them are
singletons), and G{_(10) is connected. Hence, by repeated application of the
operations { and _, all of the 14 NM’s with 10 vertices can be obtained
from any one of them. The graph G{_(10) (and its subgraphs G{(10),
G_( 10)) is depicted in Fig. 6, where each vertex i symbolizes the NM
N(10, i) of [AB].
12 Vertices. A necessary condition for an NM with v vertices to be
orientable is that v#0, 3, 4, or 7 (mod 12). The first value of v for which
there exist both orientable and non-orientable NM’s with v vertices is
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Fig. 6. The graph G{_(10) and its subgraphs G{(10), G_(10): (  ) an edge in G{ , ()
an edge in G_ .
v=12 (see [AB, R]). Now we know (see [ABS3]) that there are all
together 59 orientable NM’s with 12 vertices . We did not know this when
the present investigation took place, and our effort was aimed at finding as
many orientable NM’s with 12 vertices as possible.
To begin with, we had at hand 10 orientable NM’s with 12 vertices. Two
of these (Nos. 54 and 58 in [ABS3]) are described (schematically) by
Ringel in [R, pp. 82, 169] (No. 54 is described also in [PJ]); one (No. 50
in [ABS3]) was discovered by Brehm (private communication); the other
seven were found by us, using other methods. In addition, we had also one
non-orientable NM with 12 vertices, described (schematically) by Ringel in
[R, p. 134].
The idea was to apply to these 11 NM’s the operations { and _
repeatedly, to sort after each application the resulting NM’s for isomor-
phism, and finally to get the components of G{_(12) which contain the
11 NM’s with which we started. Of course, this process, even if carried out
succesfully, cannot yield any information as to whether or not the com-
ponents we get do exhaust the entire graph G{_(12).
It soon turned out that this process is much too time and memory con-
suming, and we had to give up any hope of carrying out this process in full.
In particular, the application of the operation _ turned out to be highly
time-consuming. Hence we replaced it with a version of _, the oriented _,
in which we consider only _-sequences l which are oriented, in the sense
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that all the x-edges and y-edges in l are directed in the same direction
relative to link x and link y respectively. Thus each oriented _-sequence is
uniquely determined by its first (directed) x-edge and by its first (directed)
y-edge. This of course has the disadvantage of severly reducing the
number of _-sequences obtained. Trying it on some orientable NM’s with
12 vertices, we found that on the average the orientable _ yielded about 43
_-sequences l on each M of these NM’s such that _l (M ) is an NM, while
the regular _ yielded more than 200 such sequences. But, surprisingly, after
sorting isomorphisms, the resulting NM’s were almost the same in both
types of the operation _. (This, however, was not the case when we applied
the two types of _ to a non-orientable NM.)
Thus we carried out the above process with the oriented _ instead of the
regular _, starting with one of Ringel’s two orientable NM’s with 12 vertices.
Usually, in each intermediate step we got thousands of NM’s which were to be
sorted for isomorphisms. As the list grew, and our main interest was in the
orientable NM’s, we applied our operations not to all of the lists but rather to
parts of the lists we had at hand. The process did not seem to converge, and
we stopped it at some arbitrary point. At that point we had in hand 54 distinct
orientable NM’s and 23, 006 distinct non-orientable NM’s with 12 vertices.
Next we carried out this process again, this time starting with the second
Ringels orientable NM. When we stopped it, it yielded a stock of 50 dis-
tinct orientable and 19, 975 distinct non-orientable NM’s with 12 vertices.
Carrying out the same process for the third time, starting with a third
orientable NM, yielded a third stock of 50 distinct orientable and 8, 078
distinct non-orientable NM’s with 12 vertices.
The union of these three stocks yielded 59 distinct orientable NM’s and
40, 615 distinct non-orientable NM’s with 12 vertices. (The 10 orientable
NM’s which we had at hand in the beginning are in this stock, but Ringels’
non-orientable NM is not here.) The fact that the intersections of the three
stocks of the non-orientable NM’s are relatively small, seems to hint that
the amount of the non-orientable NM’s with 12 vertices relative to the
amount of the orientable ones is extremely large. In the following we will
see more hints to this phenomenon.
As we now know from [ABS3], there are no other orientable NM’s with
12 vertices but the 59 which were thus found. The graph G{(120) consists
of 13 components, four of which are singletons and the others having 20,
9, 7, 6, 4, 3, 2, 2, 2 vertices respectively. The graph G_(120) is highly dis-
connected: it has 52 components, 47 of which are singletons. (The other
components have 3, 3, 2, 2, 2 vertices, resp.) The combined graph G{_(120)
has 10 components and is depicted with its subgraphs G{(120), G_( 120) in
Fig. 7. (Here each vertex i symbolizes the NM No. i of [ABS3].)
The application of the operation _ to the 59 orientable NM’s with 12
vertices revealed some interesting findings. The number of orientable
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Fig. 7. The graph G{_(120) and its subgraphs G{(120), G_(120): () an edge in G{ ; (  )
an edge in G_ .
‘‘children’’ resulting from each of these NM’s by _ (again we remind the
reader that we consider here only ‘‘children’’ that are NM’s, not just
NPM’s) is, in every case, between 125 and 136, but most (and often all) of
them are isomorphic to their ‘‘father’’. In the rare cases where the resulting
‘‘son’’ is not isomorphic to its ‘‘father’’, it has at most one ‘‘brother’’
isomorphic to it. On the other hand, the number of the nonorientable
‘‘children’’ resulting in each case is at most 94 (and usually about 60) and
they reduce to a number of non-isomorphic NM’s which in most cases
amount to tens. The sum of the numbers of these non-isomorphic
‘‘children’’ (that is, the sum of the ‘‘non-orientable degrees’’ of the orien-
table vertices in the graph G_( 12)) is 984, while the union of these non-
orientable NM’s contains 934 non-isomorphic NM’sa fact which again
hints at the large number of non-orientable NM’s with 12 vertices.
It should be noted that the highly symmetric Ringels map (No. 58 in
[ABS3]) is the only orientable NM with 12 vertices which yields no non-
orientable son under _. Nor does it yield any orientable son which is not
isomorphic to its father. In other words, this NM is a singleton in the
graph G_(12).
Ringels’ non-orientable NM with 12 vertices ([R, p.134]) forms a
singleton in the graph G{_(12). (_ is applicable 132 times to this NM, but
all the resulting NM’s are isomorphic to their ‘‘father’’. { is not applicable
here at all: there is here a unique cyclic {-chain (it is of length 44), but it
is not a {-cycle.)
A word about the automorphism groups of the non-orientable NM’s
seems appropriate. The above-mentioned Ringels non-orientable NM has
the cyclic group of order 11 as its automorphism group. The automor-
phism groups of the other 40, 615 non-orientable NM’s which we found
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incidentally, as described above, are mostly trivial. The exceptions are
3 cases with automorphism group of order 6, 7 cases with order 4, 2 cases
with order 3, and 248 cases with automorphism groups of order 2.
15 Vertices. The next v after v=12 for which there are orientable NM’s
with v vertices is v=15. Starting with the orientable NM with 15 vertices
described schematically in [R, p. 151], we did the following:
(a) We applied _ to this NM. It yielded 207 orientable NM’s , all of
them isomorphic to each other and to their ‘‘father’’. It also yielded 170
non-orientable NM’s, which reduced to 7 non-isomorphic NM’s.
(b) We repeatedly applied the operation { on that Ringel’s NM. This
yielded many NM’s, with 1604 distinct FP-matrices. (We made no effort to
make the more subtle check for isomorphism.) Thus the component of
G{(15o) which contains the above-mentioned Ringel’s NM has at least 1604
vertices.
16 Vertices. Repeated application of the operation { on Ringel’s orien-
table NM with 16 vertices ([R, p. 89]) had to be stopped because of
memory limitation. Before it was stopped, it yielded plenty of NM’s , with
about 34, 000 distinct FP-matrices, thus showing that the component of
G{(16o) which contains that Ringel’s NM has at least 34, 000 (and likely
many more) vertices.
II. Neighborly Pseudomanifolds
In analogy to the six graphs G{(v), G{(vo), G_( v), G_( vo), G{_(v), and
G{_(vo) which were defined in the beginning of the present section for
neighborly 2-manifolds with v vertices, we consider six graphs
G{*(v), ..., G*{_(vo) similarly defined for neighborly 2-pseudomanifolds with v
vertices. Obviousely, each Gx( y) is a subgraph of the corresponding Gx*( y).
9 Vertices. There are all together 13 NPM’s with 9 vertices ([H],
[MR]), and precisely 5 of them are orientable ([ABS1]). Already the
graph G_*(9) is connectedthat is, from one of the 13 NPM’s, using _
alone, we obtained the entire list of 13and the average degree of the ver-
tices (not counting double edges) is about 6.
Let M be a strongly connected NPM with 9 vertices, x+y of which are
singular: x of type (3, 6), and y of type (4, 5). If splitting all the singular
vertices yields a manifold with Euler characteristic /, then it follows easily
from Euler’s equation that
0x+y=3+/5.
Not all of the triples /, x, y satisfying this inequality are realizable.
A closer look at our 13 NPM’s reveals the following: two are not strongly
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connected (one of them is NPM45 of [ABS1]) and the triples /xy of the
remaining 11 NPM’s are as follows. Orientables: 003, 021, 030, &201; non-
orientables: 113, 131, &111, &120, &210 and &300 (two cases, see
[AB]). Two such strongly connected NPM’s are of the same topological
type if they share orientability, / and x+y. Thus the 11 strongly connected
NPM’s fall into 6 topological types. In view of Theorem 3.4, the graph
G{*(9) must have at least eight components. It has, in fact, exactly eight
components.
10 Vertices. Repeated application of the operation _ on one NPM with
10 vertices yielded 394 NPM’s with 10 vertices. According to [CHR], there
are all together 394 NPM’s with 10 vertices. Though we did not check our
list of 394 against the list in [CHR] in detail, there are some indications,
besides the total number, that the two lists coincide (of course, up to the
labeling of the vertices): The automorphism groups are of the same orders
as in [CHR], and the number of non-strongly connected NPM’s in our list
is the same (11) as that in [CHR] (where they are called ‘‘block designs
with more than one closed component’’). This means that not only G*{_(10),
but also G_*(10), is connected.
In the average, _ is applicable 105.2 times to each of these 394 NPM’s
and each case, with no exception, is rather close to the average.
Of the 394 NPM’s, precisely 32 are orientable, which agrees with
[GMR] and with [ABS2], and 14 are manifolds, which agrees with [AB].
The graph G{*(10o) is ‘‘disappointing’’ in the sense that it has 16 com-
ponents, while the 32 NPM’s under discussion split into only seven types
(in terms of Theorem 3.4). In the same sense, the graph G{*(10) is even
more disappointing. The number of times { is applicable to each of these
394 NPM ranges between 0 and 9, with an average of 1.7. (However, the
highest degree of a vertex in G{*(10) is 5.)
Although our interest in the present article is the investigation of the
operations _ and { rather than the investigation of the NPM’s found by
them, a remark about the types of the NPM’s with 10 vertices seems
appropriate.
Consider a strongly connected NPM with 10 vertices, x+y+z of which
are singular: x of type (3, 6), y of type (4, 5), z of type (3, 3, 3). If splitting
all of the singular vertices yields a manifold with Euler characteristic /,
then it follows easily from Euler’s equation that
x+y+2z=5+/7.
Obviously, also
0x+y+z10.
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Two such NPM’s are of the same type, in the sense of Theorem 3.4, if they
share orientability and the triple /, x+y, z. Of the 394 NPM’s with 10 ver-
tices, exactly 383 are strongly connected. None of them has z>1.
Among the non-orientable cases (total of 354) we find 11 types. The only
triple /, x+y, z which satisfies all of the above inequalities (and, in addi-
tion, /1) and is not realized as a type is 0, 3, 1. Among the 29 orientable
NPM’s we find 5 types. There are exactly two triples /, x+y, z which
satisfy all the above restrictions (and, in addition, that / is even) and are
not realized as types of orientable NPM’s, namely 2, 5, 1 and &4, 1, 0.
Considering the pairs x, y which are realized within a type /, x+y, z, we
have the following: In the nonorientable cases, the only relevant pairs
(x, y) that are not realizable are: (0, 5) within the type (/, x+y, z=)
0, 5, 0; (4, 0), (3, 1), and (2, 2) within the type 1, 4, 1; and (6, 0) and (5, 1)
within the type 1, 6, 0. In the orientable cases, the relevant pairs (x, y) that
are not realizable are: (1, 0) within the type &2, 1, 1; (2, 1) within the type
0, 3, 1; (0, 5) and (5, 0) within the type 0, 5, 0, and within the type 2, 7, 0
the only realizable pairs (x, y) are (2, 5), (3, 4), and (4, 3).
In each of the 11 NPM’s with 10 vertices that are not strongly con-
nected, at least one ‘‘component’’ is a sphere.
An interesting fact, for which we have no explanation, is the following:
the list of 394 NPM’s with 10 vertices is ordered according to the
lexicographic order of the FP-matrices. Now there are altogether 56
NPM’s in which there are no singular vertices of type (3, 6) or (3, 3, 3) (i.e.,
x=z=0 in the above notation), and they all, together with four non-
strongly connected NPM’s, occupy the last 60 places in the list.
12 Vertices. We end with a remark about Ringel’s nonorientable
neighborly 2-manifold with 12 vertices ([R, p. 134]). As mentioned earlier
in Part I of this section, this manifold is a singleton in the graph G{_(12).
Thus it is interesting to note that in the graph G_*(12), in contrast, it has
45 neighbors. It follows that we have no counterexample to the conjecture,
which we do not even dare to formalize, that for every integer n the graph
G_*(n) is connected.
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